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Modification of the rare-earth magnetic moment upon hydrogen absorption inR-Fe
intermetallics probed by Fe K-edge x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
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We present a systematic x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! study performed at the FeK edge on
the hydride derivatives of severalR-Fe intermetallic materials (R5rare earth and Y!. The XMCD signal is
identified as being rare-earth dependent. The analysis of the dichroic signal has been performed according with
a two-sublattice model making a parallel to standard magnetization procedure. The contribution of the rare-
earth sublattice to the total FeK-edge XMCD signal has been extracted and proven to be directly correlated to
the R magnetic moment, which is determined to decrease upon hydrogen absorption.
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Most of the intermetallic compounds formed among ra
earths (R) and elements of thed-transition series (M ) can
form stable hydrides and, very often, hydrogen absorp
leads to strong changes of the macroscopic structural
magnetic properties of these materials.1 The interest in the
study of these hydrides has been triggered in the last year
the discovery of theR2Fe14B materials.2,3 Notwithstanding
that theseR2Fe14B compounds exhibit high-performanc
permanent-magnet properties, their ordering temperatureTc

are sufficiently low to render them unsuitable for some te
nological applications.4 Consequently, a great body of re
search has been devoted to overcome this limitation, be
found that hydrogen absorption is one of the most nota
mechanisms able to achieve higher magnetic ordering t
perature in these systems.5,6

For all theR2Fe14B compounds an increase of the ma
netization andTc was found upon hydrogen uptake.1 The
increase in the magnetization is usually ascribed to the
hancement of the Fe magnetic moments, in agreement
the increase of the hyperfine field at the different Fe s
measured by57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy.7 The Fe moment
enhancement is usually deduced from the analysis of ma
tization data by considering that theR moments do not
change after the hydrogen loading. Indeed, despite the
that the moment increase indicates that hydrogen exert
appreciable influence on the electronic structure of the s
tem, it is a common practice to consider theR moments as
being less sensitive to the hydrogen uptake. However, hy
gen atoms are located in the vicinity of theR atoms and a
dramatic loss in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, do
nated by the rare-earth contribution, is observed up
570163-1829/98/57~21!/13386~4!/$15.00
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hydrogenation.8 Therefore it seems reasonable to consid
that the rare-earth sublattice should also be affected by
absorption process. Dalmas de Reotieret al. have proposed
that the overlap of the Fe 3d and R 5d wave functions may
be screened by hydrogen and thus increase the localiza
and magnitude of the Fe moments.9 This proposition is in
agreement with rare-earth nuclei Mo¨ssbauer spectroscop
and x-ray absorption spectroscopy results, reporting, res
tively, the significant reduction of the hyperfine fields, d
rectly related to theR magnetic moment, and the modifica
tion of the R(5d)-Fe(3d) hybridization upon hydrogen
uptake.10–12 This 3d-5d hybridization is the key role into
governing theR-Fe interaction and, consequently, the ma
netic properties of the system. Therefore, it is of paramo
interest to characterize magnetically the conduction state
obtain a deeper insight into the mechanism which tunes
change of the magnetic properties of theR2Fe14B interme-
tallics upon hydrogen uptake.

In this work we present a detailed x-ray magnetic circu
dichroism~XMCD! study performed at the FeK edge in the
R2Fe14BHx hydrides, in order to obtain a better understan
ing of the role played by hydrogen into driving the modi
cation of the magnetic behavior of these intermetallic co
pounds. XMCD experiments have been performed at the
K edge in theR2Fe14BHx hydrides, wherex, the maximum
hydrogen content, ranges from 3.5 to 6 as a function of
rare earth (R5Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er, Ho, an
Lu!.6,14 Samples were prepared by arc melting the start
elements~purity 99.9%) under purified Ar atmosphere. Bo
phase and structural analysis were performed on a stan
x-ray diffractometer. The hydrogen absorption-desorpt
13 386 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Normalized x-ray magnetic circular dichroism spectra at the FeK edge for theR2Fe14BHx compounds. Left panel:R5Y ~circles!, Gd ~dots!, Dy
~crosses!, Ho ~solid line!, and Er~open triangles!. Right panel:R5Y ~circles!, Ce ~open squares!, Nd ~crosses!, and Pr~open diamonds!. For sake of clarity,
the normalized FeK-edge XAS spectrum for Y2Fe14BHx is also shown in the right panel~solid line!.
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properties were established according to the stand
methods,6,14 by using a volumetric automated experimen
setup described elsewhere.15

Several polycrystalline samples were measured in dif
ent experimental runs at the Photon Factory~PF! synchrotron
radiation facility of the National Laboratory for High Energ
Physics~KEK! in Tsukuba. The magnetic XMCD exper
ments were performed at room temperature in the trans
sion mode using left-circularly polarized x rays on beaml
28B at PF-KEK. The PF storage ring was operated wit
positron beam energy of 2.5 GeV and a maximum sto
current of 360 mA. The x-ray radiation was monochrom
tized using a Si~220! double-crystal monochromator, wit
the degree of circular polarization after monochromatizat
being Pc;0.35.16 The XMCD spectra were recorded by r
versing the sample magnetization for a fixed polarization
the incoming radiation. In our experimental setup a magn
field of 0.6 T was applied parallel to the plane of the sam
at 45° to the incident beam and reversed twice for each
ergy value.

The spin-dependent absorption coefficient has been
tained as the difference of the absorption coefficientmc
5(m22m1) for antiparallelm2 and parallelm1 orientation
of the photon helicity and the magnetic field applied to t
sample. The spectra were normalized to the averaged ab
tion coefficient at high energym0 in order to eliminate the
dependence of the absorption on the sample thickness
that mc(E)/m05@m2(E)2m1(E)#/m0 corresponds to the
dimensionless spin-dependent absorption coefficient.

The normalized FeK-edge XMCD signals obtained in
this way for theR2Fe14B hydrides are shown in Fig. 1. In th
case of compounds in whichR is nonmagnetic, Y, La, Ce
and Lu, the shape of the XMCD signal is closely related
that of Fe metal.13 The spectra shows a narrow positive pe
at the absorption threshold,;4 eV wide, followed by a
broad negative dip,;12 eV wide. No significant differences
other than slight intensity changes, are detected in the c
parison of the XMCD spectra for the Y-, La-, and Ce-bas
hydrides. On the contrary, the XMCD signals correspond
to magnetic rare-earth based compounds show a dram
change with respect to those of the nonmagneticR-based
rd
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compounds. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the FeK-edge
XMCD signal of Y2Fe14BHx is compared to that of the
R2Fe14BHx compounds withR5Ce, Nd, Pr, Gd, Dy, Ho, and
Er.

In the case of compounds in whichR is a light rare earth,
no modification of the positive peak shape is detected,
only its intensity is slightly modified with respect to the no
magneticR-based compounds case. However, the nega
dip appears to be very sensitive to the rare-earth substitu
Indeed, in the case of Pr2Fe14BHx and Nd2Fe14BHx com-
pounds, the original negative dip of the XMCD signal spl
into two peaks of different sign. The low-energy part of th
feature is negative and;7.7 eV wide, and becomes positiv
as energy increases giving rise to a well defined posi
peak;6.2 eV wide. Moreover, the intensity of the negativ
part of the new structure is considerably higher, at least tw
as high as that of the negative peak of the FeK-edge XMCD
signal of the hydrides in which the rare earth is nonmagn
~see Fig. 1!.

In the case of theR2Fe14BH x compounds involving heavy
rare earths, i.e., Gd, Dy, Ho, and Er, the shape of the XM
signals, specially the negative dip, differs from that exhibit
by the nonmagneticR compounds. As shown in Fig. 1, th
whole XMCD spectra of both Y2Fe14BHx and Gd2Fe14BHx
compounds are very similar, resembling that of pure
However, in the case of Gd, there is a small positive con
bution arising just in the center of the negative dip, that
detected neither for the nonmagnetic Y-, La-, and Ce-bas
nor for the light rare-earth-based compounds. This posi
feature grows through the heavy rare-earth series to bec
dominant in the case of Ho over the negative dip, as sho
in Fig. 1. Moreover, in the case of Ho2Fe14BH x the shape of
the XMCD signal beyond this positive structure is modulat
up to form a second negative structure in the high-ene
part of the spectra. As a consequence, if the XMCD sign
of Pr2Fe14BH x and Ho2Fe14BH x compounds are compared
one finds in both cases a first positive peak at the absorp
threshold, while the remaining signal is a splitted peak
hibiting two lobules of different sign. The sign of these lo
ules is opposite for light and heavy rare earths~see Fig. 1!.
The systematic study of the FeK-edge XMCD through the
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R2Fe14BH x series, illustrated in Fig. 1 shows that the sha
of the dichroic spectra is markedly different as a function
the rare-earth nature, i.e., nonmagnetic, light, and heavy r
earth cases, being in agreement with that previously
served in the case of the pureR2Fe14B compounds.17

According to the results obtained in Ref. 17 we have p
formed a two-magnetic sublattice analysis of the XMCD s
nals. In this framework, the total magnetization of t
R2Fe14BHx systems is assumed to be the addition of b
iron andR sublattice magnetizations, i.e.,MT 5 MR 1 MFe.
An estimate for the average magnetization of the Fe sub
tice in the series is given by the magnetizations of theR5
La, Ce, Lu, and Y compounds, because those materials
be regarded as magnetically blank with respect to the r
earth component. For the compounds in which the rare-e
supports a moment theR-sublattice magnetization can b
estimated by substracting the saturation magnetization o
from the otherR2Fe14BH x magnetizations.4 In this way, we
have considered that the FeK-edge XMCD spectrum in
theseR2Fe14BH x compounds corresponds to the addition
the magnetic contribution of both Fe andR sublattices. Thus
we have subtracted the FeK-edge XMCD signal of
Y2Fe14BHx from those of the otherR2Fe14BH x materials.
The result of this procedure is reported in Fig. 2. Within t
current framework, the remaining XMCD signal after su
straction would correspond to the rare-earth sublattice m
netic contribution. In the case of the nonmagneticR-based
compounds, La and Ce, the signals obtained in this way
zero within the signal-to-noise ratio. This result supports
validity of our assumption to extract the Fe sublattice m
netization from the Y-based compound. For the light-R hy-
drides Pr and Nd the residual signal shows a negative pea
about 7 eV above the edge, and a positive peak at;13 eV
above the edge. On the contrary, in the heavy rare-earth c
pounds, the negative peak is strongly depressed while a p

FIG. 2. Normalized x-ray magnetic circular dichroism spectra at the
K edge for the R2Fe14BHx compounds after the subtraction of th
Y2Fe14BHx XMCD signal. The scale (3102) is referred to theR 5 La case.
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tive peak arises at about 7 eV above the edge. These re
are consistent with both the different shape of the dichr
spectra as a function of the rare-earth nature~nonmagnetic,
light, and heavy!, and the different coupling of the rare-ear
and iron sublattices in light and heavy rare-earthR2Fe14BHx
compounds.

The above results indicate unambiguously that the
tracted contribution to the FeK-edge XMCD signal shown in
Fig. 2 reflects the magnetic state of theR atoms in these
systems. It has been recently proposed that the FeK-edge
XMCD signals are directly related to the Fe(4p,3d)
2R(5d) hybridized band, so that the extracted signals
semble the magnetic state of the rare earth through the s
ting of the 5d component due to the exchange interacti
with the 4f magnetic moments.17 If so, the extracted signals
should be related to the magnitude of theR magnetic mo-
ments and furthermore, it would be possible to monitor
modification of the rare-earth magnetic moment upon hyd
gen absorption in theseR2Fe14BH x intermetallic compounds
In order to obtain a deeper insight on this behavior, we h
compared the integrated FeK-edge signals to the saturatio
magnetization data previously reported for theR2Fe14BH x
hydrides.14 For the sake of completeness we also show b
XMCD and magnetization data of the pure, nonhydride
R2Fe14B compounds.14,17 The evolution of the integrated
XMCD across the 2:14 series, shown in Fig. 3, is in agr

FIG. 3. Top panel. Comparison of the saturation magnetization of
R2Fe14B compounds ~solid! and their hydride derivatives
~dotted line! and the integrated XMCD signals for the pure~circles! and
hydrided ~open squares! compounds. Bottom panel: Comparison betwe
the rare-earth magnetic momentsgJ according with Russel-Saunders cou
pling ~solid line! and those derived from the FeK edge integrated XMCD
signal for theR2Fe14B ~circle! and their hydride derivatives~open squares!,
after the substraction the XMCD signal of the corresponding Y-based c
pound~see text for details!.
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ment with that of the magnetization, showing a depletion
both magnetic signals for the heavy rare-earth compound
expected due to the antiferromagnetic coupling of Fe anR
magnetic moments. Moreover, the magnetization incre
observed upon hydriding is exhibited by the integra
XMCD signals as well. Moreover, we have performed t
integration of the remaining XMCD signals after the subtra
tion of the FeK-edge XMCD signal of Y2Fe14BHx ~Fig. 2!,
to be compared to the rare-earth magnetic moments co
sponding to the Russel-Saunders coupling scheme. This
cedure has been performed for both the parentR2Fe14B com-
pounds and their hydrides derivativesR2Fe14BH x . The
comparison between the theoreticalmR and those derived
from the XMCD data is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in th
figure, there is a good agreement between the theore
mR5gJJ and those values derived from the magnetizat
and XMCD data for the parentR2Fe14B compounds. It is
important to note also, how the integrated XMCD signal
sociated to the rare-earth changes sign from the light-R com-
pounds~negative! to the heavy-R compounds~positive!, in
agreement with the ferromagnetic~antiferromagnetic! cou-
pling of the R and Fe magnetic moments for light~heavy!
rare-earth compounds.

One of the most striking consequences of our study, id
tifying the influence of the rare-earth magnetic state into
FeK-edge XMCD signals, resides in the possibility to deri
some information regarding the change of the rare-e
magnetic moment upon hydrogen absorption. As shown
Fig. 3, both magnetization and XMCD data are consist
with the depletion of the rare-earth magnetic moment up
hydriding. This result is in agreement with161Dy and 166Er
Mössbauer experiments showing that the hyperfine fi
providing direct information about the local magnetic m
ment, at the rare-earth sites are significantly reduced.10,11

Moreover, the observed reduction of the rare-earth magn
,
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moment is seen to be different for light and heavy ra
earths. Indeed, while the reduction ofmR for Nd and Pr is
less than 10% as derived from both XMCD and magneti
tion analyses, whereas for the heavy rare earths it is of
order of 25%. This behavior, showing a stronger influence
the interstitial hydrogen on the heavy rare earths, can
explained in terms of the different hydrogen filling sequen
WhenR is a light rare earth, hydrogen fills preferentially th
16k sites having twoR and two Fe nearest neighbors,18

while in the case of a heavy rare earth the 8j sites, with three
R and one Fe nearest neighbors, are preferentially filled.19

Summarizing, in this work we have presented a detai
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! study at the iron
K edge in the hydride derivatives of theR2Fe14B series. This
study identifies the influence of the rare-earth magnetic s
into the FeK-edge XMCD signals in hydrides derivatives o
R-Fe intermetallic compounds. In agreeement with a pre
ous report,17 the XMCD signal has been identified as bein
due to the addition of the magnetic contribution of both t
Fe andR sublattices. The contribution of theR sublattice to
the XMCD signal has then been extracted yielding a dir
correlation to theR magnetic moment, which is determine
to decrease upon hydrogen absorption in these materials.
analysis, showing a depressed rare-earth moment in the
drides, is in agreement with the results inferred from bo
saturation magnetization and rare-earth Mo¨ssbauer hyperfine
field data. Moreover, the observed trend across the hyd
series show how the influence of hydrogen on the rare-e
magnetic moment is different for light and heavy rare eart
in agreement with magnetization data and the different fill
sequence.

We are indebted to T. Iwazumi for the experimental su
port at KEK. This work was partially supported by th
INFN-CICYT Agreement and Spanish DGICYT Grant N
MAT96-0448.
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